[Pilot clinical study of the dental cone beam CT examination before the impacted mandibular third molar extraction].
To evaluate the diagnostic accuracy of the cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) in judging the relationship between the impacted mandibular third molar (IMTM) and the inferior alveolar canal (IAC). Sixty IMTM superimposing on the canal partially or touching the canal in line on panoramic radiograms were examined by CBCT. All CBCT images of these cases were observed by two dentists respectively. Then, all these IMTM were extracted by minimally invasive surgery, and the conditions of the IMTM sockets were observed. Two dentists observed the CBCT images independently and reached a consensus. Diagnosis test was performed in this study. Eight IMTM sockets were bleeding during the extracted operation, and whether the IAC wall was broken could not be judged. The other 52 IMTM sockets were clear and the walls of IAC were broken in 29 IMTM extractions. The sensitivity, specificity, Youden index, positive predictive value and negative predictive value of CBCT were 82.8%, 87.0%, 88.9% and 80.0% respectively. The diagnostic accuracy judged by the two dentists and Kappa coefficient were calculated as 84.6% and 0.800. The CBCT examination had good authenticity and reliability, and it was very helpful in predicting the actual relationship between the IMTM and IAC.